


Zero Harness - Ultimate Dog Harness from 
Japan

Hakusan zero harness is the culmination of years of assiduous research, tests and development 
efforts, with all our knowledge, experience, design concepts and ideas put into practice.



ZERO



Practical, hand-friendly 
padded handle for extra 
convenience. 

Extra soft inside contact area made 
of high-quality, cushioning neoprene 
fabric with fast-drying function for 
utmost comfort.

Reflective stitching lines woven into 
the straps for safety and security 
(“Camoufalge” and “Denim” harnesses 
do not have reflectors).

Extremely easy to put on 
and take off by using 
side buckles. No need to 
lift up the legs.

Size adjustable on 
both neck and chest. 
Provides the custom-
made-like, perfect fit 
for any breed. 

The ultimate comfort-centered 
design reduces pulling, strain, 

constriction and other 
pressure on the dog’s neck and 
trachea and allows the harness 

to stay always in the right 
position.

The removable and 
replaceable hexagonal brand 
logo patch is customizable by 
a custom patch on which to 
display whatever information 
you like (sold separately).

Zero Harness – Unique Experience 









The incomparably well-cushioned 
harness assures a reduced strain 
on the neck, provides a gentle fit 
for any breed and is practical 
even in rainy weather.





The brand logo patch is removable and 
replaceable by a custom patch of your choice 
(sold separately), on which you can display 
whatever information you like. Just by putting 
on the harness your custom-made patch and 
showing off your favorite name or letters, you 
can make your harness unique.



Choose from 119 colors & sizes



Black x TurquoiseRed x Black

Yellow x Gray Pink x Pink Camouflage

Pink Camouflage Blue Camouflage

Gray x Mint

Lime x Yellow

Orange x Yellow

Basic colors



*For more details on Zero Harness RATIA visit our Zero Harness RATIA presentation page 

Growing Repertoire - ZERO HARNESS RATIA

The multilingual GRAFICO pattern by RATIAIssued in 2021: unique collaboration between 
Finland and Japan



Yellow

Black RedTurquoise

OrangeLime

Zero Harness RATIA Basic colors



2022 New Colors
RANGER SERIES DENIM SERIES

*“Camoufalge” and “Denim” harnesses do not have reflectors



Denim

Light Denim

Black Denim
Black Black Beige

Black green Brown

The denim series harnesses are not equipped with reflective stitching on the surface



Neck Circumference Chest Circumference

Tiny 20 – 30cm 30 – 40cm

XXS 26 - 31cm 34 - 43cm

XS 31 - 42cm 43 - 52cm

S 37 - 42cm 52 - 64cm

M 43 - 50cm 62 - 74cm

L 53 - 60cm 70 - 84cm

XL 60 - 70cm 78 - 96cm

Without 
Handle

With
Handle




